
 
New World Pupusas, or A Gluten Free, Soy Free, Dairy Free Alternative Grilled Cheese for 

the kids!!! 

 

Pupusas are stuffed masa pancakes cooked on a griddle or in a skillet. The Cake is made from 

masa harina , the type of cornmeal used in tortilla chips. In addition to the vegan cheese that we 

are using here, other traditional fillings include beans, shredded meats, cheese and veggies. The 

sky is the limit. The most important factor in designing your own fillings is to consider texture. 

The corn dough is delicate; golden on the outside and smooth and almost creamy textured on the 

inside. A filling with too much crunch or chew would counter the sexy nature of the dough. 

Pupusas are often accompanied with assertive pickled vegetable salads called Curtidos or basic 

salsas. Be creative! 

 

The following recipe makes around 8 pupusas.  

Vegan Cheese Pupusas 

2 cups Masa Harina—Available at finer grocers and ethnic markets 

1 cups or more room temperature tap water 

1 cup Vegan soy free melting cheese—we like Daiya 

 

Mix the water and masa together with your hands.  Fold and blend well.  A soft, slightly sticky 

dough will form.  It will feel like play-dough (remember?) Use more water if needed in small 

drops. Cover with plastic wrap until ready to use.  

 

It’s easiest to use a tortilla press to flatten the masa dough but you can also use the bottom side of 

a heavy plate to press the corn flat or be old school and use your hands. Form a ball of dough 

about the size of a ping pong ball. Flatten to about 1/8 inch thick between sheets of plastic wrap. 

Repeat until you have 16-24 flattened tortillas. Keep between plastic wrap until ready to use. 

 

Assemble the pupusa. 

Remove the top layer of wrap from one tortilla. Sprinkle a scant tablespoon of cheese into the 

center of the tortilla.  Top with another (unwrapped, obviously) tortilla and pinch around the 

edges to seal. The masa will seal itself.  Press the stuffing down gently with the palm of your 

hand.  If the tortilla cracks a bit, that is ok. Juts mend as you go. 

 

Cook the Pupusa: 

In a large lightly oiled skillet or griddle at medium heat cook the pupusa gently on one side until 

golden, flip and finish---sort of like grilled cheese. Pretty easy once you get the hang of it, isn’t it? 

Serve with a nice salsa, salad or pickles! 

 

Recipe courtesy of Chef Ric Orlando  
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